
CUTTING, DYING AND STYLING 
WITH A FRENCH TOUCH

 
Haircare includes more than simply cutting and dying. It’s a complete styling advice in which we decide 

together what makes you feel good and in which way we can accentuate your face and your personal beauty.

Eleonora Kroet is a specialist in the field of the most professional cutting- and dying techniques .
She was trained by professionals of one of the best international haircuttingbrand hairdressing salon chains 

Jacques Dessange in Paris, Lyon and Saint Tropez.

With a line of high quality French products, Elle Coiffure makes this excellent working technique available 
to everybody. In a warm and personal setting Elle Coiffure provides you with advise.

EUGENE PERMA 

Eugene Perma is the French expert in the area of scalp and hair care products. All  these products are 
inspired by the jewels of nature and are made from exclusively natural ingredients. 

These products are especially suited for the sensitive fragile scalp skin.

ESSENTIEL KERATIN

Specially suited for, damaged fragile hair. A thorough treatment that can bring 
the most exhausted limp dull hairdo back toLife!



ELLE COIFFURE
BY ELEONORA KROET

 
Raised as the daughter of a mother who owned 3 hairdresser salons I learned the profession  

from an early age on. Starting from my earliest childhood I understood that a pretty  
and well taken care of hairdo can positively emphasize a woman’s beauty.  

Cutting and styling comes naturally to me and personal attention  
and styling advice are important to me.

I began by earning my merchants license in the Netherlands and I went to a trade  
school for hairdressers and styling and earned an all-around degree.  

Subsequently I moved to France to continue my schooling. 
I studied at the renowned French, International  Hairdressers chains, Jacques Dessange,  

in Paris, Lyon, and in Saint- Tropez. I learned all about their personal style.  
I gained a lot of knowledge about scalp and hair care. I trained as a hair dresser.  

I received  sales training, and attended different  courses in personal development.

Upon returning to the Netherlands, I was able to apply all my know how and training as 
Product-manager for Eugene Parma in the Netherlands. I gave technical trainings  

for scalp care and hair coloring. I also organized events and shows for professional hair dressers
 

Currently I am at work as freelance hairdresser. I am keenly aware of my focus. 
The personal nature of my approach is essential.  When giving a styling advice, I keep in mind  
who you are, what you do, and your specific wishes. As a result of my International experience  

and fluency in different languages, I work not only with a local clientele, but also for  
an increasingly international clientele, expats living in the Netherlands,  

wanting to communicate in French or English with their Hairdresser. 
Everyone is Welcome!

I am of the opinion that hair care is more than just cutting and coloring.  
It is a total package that should make you feel good and at ease with yourself  

giving you a new look  that  affects your life in the positive.


